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Concern over the loss of Arctic sea ice has renewed discussions over the 
legal status of the Arctic Navigation routes (ANR), which involving the 
Northwest Passage (NWP), that is adjacent to the northern coastal line along the 
North America, and the Northern Sea Route (NSR), that is adjacent to the 
northern coastal line along the Russian Federation. On self-interests, the States 
Bordering the Routes and the User States define the legal status of ANR 
respectively.  
In this topic, domestic and foreign scholars already have made a large 
amount of research, based on which, the purpose of this writing is to send 
different information that, the legal status of ANR is not one fold, different 
route has different legal status. This paper divides NWP into Route S and Route 
N, as well as puts forward an innovative concept of International Straits Chain, 
becoming the highlight of this article. 
There are four Chapters in this paper: Chapter 1 briefly introduces ANR. 
After clearing up the detailed water routes both of NWP and NSR, it analyses 
the research significance in respects of resources, environment, shipping and 
security. 
Explaining the view of the States Bordering the Routes and the User States 
respectively, Chapter 2 analyses the discussions of how to identify the legal 
status of ANR. The Bordering States Canada and the Russian Federation deem 
ANR as domestic waterways on the law gist of sector principle, historic title 
and straight baseline; while the opponents, the U.S.A and the European Union, 
reckon ANR as international straits. 
Undertaking the last Chapter, Chapter 3 is brought to the upshot of this 














The governance of ANR is an inevitable question derived from the 
clarification of the legal status. Thus, based on some existing reference modes, 
Chapter 4 sums up the specific governance mode of ANR. Finally, this paper 
analyses the feasibility of China’s participation in ANR in terms of two aspects 
of the location advantages and the terms of User States. 
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北极是指北纬 66°34′北极圈以内的地区，面积达 3000 万平方公里，约








2007 年 9 月，欧洲航天局（European Space Agency）以一组卫星图片
证实北冰洋西北航道（NWP, the Northwest Passage）将首度出现一条无冰通
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中最重要的当属 1982 年《联合国海洋法公约》（United Nations Convention 
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